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Imagine a Dream of Love, Ripple1 JERRY A. (TONY) WITT2, 9083L
Drywall/Lathers Union — MATH 1st, Mc2/r2 = E/r = 2/.5 = 1 < 3, (< 3) is a
heart (feelings matter, thanks!). this equation shows that or 3 dimensional universe
is also the singularity enfold(ed)ing and unfold(ed)ing unto itself. (c2) needing space
being rate is distance distance over time, also a square being a flat surface of no
depth would make the universe which has a mass flat in all directions simultaneously
quantum (G) I believe. (r) being half distance would illustrate a double inversion
being 2 + 1 = 3, as in dimensional reality. A double inverse expressing a reverse,
thus Verlinde’s principal should be a simple law rather than a question. Equal
and opposite forces cancelling, motion requiring initial force all points connected as
a singularity as well as dimensional cancelling one another out as well as fueling
motion, as supported by Doug Singleton’s, Perpetuum Mobile paper. bringing into
question thermodynamic laws heat more likely exhausted energy, motion rate being
a matter of relative energy use as well as rate in accordance with Verlinde’s and
Singleton’s works (thanks and thanks again Doug). I should mention Hawking and
Al are two of the funnest guys ever, physics is phun.

1Title is of the music and some of the hearts that have guided this path. John,
Dr. King, Bob, favorite Grateful Dead song. Family, friends, kids (friends), 9083L
strength fare treatment for labor being self respect.
2I have outlined a test for this theory, it’s a simple pass or fail to avoid arguement.
said test would bring with it a new portable clean energy process, major profits of
which should go towards education, environmental, and peace foundations. PonDeR
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